Reframing Rhetorical Delivery (Again): Access, Circulation, Economics

In the era of social media and global, internetworked communication, writing has changed dramatically—research in rhetoric/composition has certainly acknowledged this for quite some time. But have our dominant frames for conceptualizing writing and rhetoric caught up with changing media venues and modes of writing production? Or: Are we still Aristotelian in an era that calls for us to be Sophistic? Still mostly text and print-b(i)ased in a realm that calls for multimodality and performance? Still mostly focused on arrangement and style when digital writing demands renewed attention to invention, audience, and, especially, delivery? This presentation will focus on the need for rhetoric and writing to shift from its historical focus on text and situation to a frame based more on delivery and system—and, consonant with this, to attend more fully to the *topoi* of access, circulation, and economics.